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Abstract
Elastic actuators feature increased energy efficiency and improved human-robot
interaction compared to directly driven concepts for active orthoses and prostheses. Structure and parameters of the elastic actuation system are often designed via a model-based minimization of energy consumption based on gait
data gained from healthy individuals. However, natural motion exhibits variability among individuals and may not consider requirements of persons using
assistive devices. A parametric study is performed examining the impact of
varying gait characteristics on the energy consumption and constraints of an
optimized (clutchable) series elastic actuator of the knee joint. Furthermore,
friction parameters are varied to analyze the impact on actuator constraints.
Results of the parametric study indicate increased energy consumption for a
slower cadence compared to the healthy gait data for both systems. The clutchable series elastic actuator is less impacted by constraints than the series elastic
actuator. The utilized models are evaluated experimentally at a test bench,
indicating good accordance to the measured energy consumption. The results
highlight the interrelation of friction and gait parameters with energy consumption and actuator constraints and indicate that the optimization procedure for
the actuator design requires detailed models of component efficiency as well as
subject-specific gait characteristics.
Keywords: Series elasticity, Compliant actuators, Energy efficiency, Design
optimization
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1. Introduction
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Spinal cord injuries damage or break the connections between extremity and
brain, thus causing sensory and motor deficiencies. Hence, after suffering such
injury, persons are partly or completely paralyzed depending on the severity
and location of their lesion. The quality of life of people who experienced spinal
cord injury, is reduced distinctly [1]. The limited mobility can lead to dependence on caregivers and even simple tasks can become challenging. In the WHO
global disability action plan 2014-2021, the world health organization proposes
to strengthen assistive technologies to allow people with disabilities to live in
dignity and achieve their full potential [2]. Affected people rate the recovery of
mobility as a highly desired goal [3].
Active orthoses and prostheses are examples of assistive technologies as they
complement human motor functions [4, 5], introduce and dissipate energy [6],
and thereby assist the ambulation of an individual with a lower limb pathology [7]. Such wearable robots show high potential to provide therapeutic benefits, however, several challenges have to be addressed before their widespread
applicability in society [4, 8]. Besides the high cost of available devices [4], issues
regarding sensors to detect user intention and state of the gait cycle, as well as
materials for lightweight and cost-efficient design remain open [8].
Finally,
high power requirements result in heavy actuators and batteries, limiting the
overall performance [8]. The analysis of these constraints is the key aspect of the
present study, which analyzes the parametric sensitivity of energy consumption
in different elastic actuators and the impact of gait and actuator parameters.
Current approaches to cope with the challenging actuator requirements and its
design consequences, suggest using elastic actuators with parallel springs to reduce the required actuator torque [9, 10], allowing to select a lighter drive unit.
For systems with harmonic trajectories, like the human gait, series elastic actuators can improve the efficiency [11], as energy can be stored and released in
the springs, while potentially reducing the actuator’s velocity [12]. In addition,
elastic actuators display improved backdriveability of the load [13] and safety
in robot-human interaction [14]. The appropriate selection of actuation concept
and design parameters is required to actually benefit from elastic actuation.
Therefore, optimizations of series and parallel stiffness, motor and transmission system are performed, often focusing on minimizing peak power or energy
consumption [15, 16]. Another approach for the selection of spring stiffness is
to passively mimic the torque-angle characteristic of human joints to achieve a
natural motion as well as a comfortable human-robot interaction [17, 18]. Both
approaches are mostly based on average motion and torque of movement data,
determined from gait analyses with healthy participants, to enable the user to
perform these daily living activities. However, natural motion exhibits a distinct variability between healthy individuals [19, 20, 21], while motion data of
people using assistive devices are usually not available. Louie et al. [22] for example report an average walking speed of 0.26 m s−1 with a standard deviation
of 0.15 m s−1 achieved by exoskeletons in different studies. Thus, the walking
velocity is distinctly slower than the self-selected velocity of healthy participants
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for slow walking of 1 m s−1 [23]. Furthermore, the high standard deviation indicates variability of the gait depending on the level of injury and practicing time
[22]. Hence, an actuator design optimized based on healthy gait data may not
be the optimal solution.
In addition, recent investigations emphasize the importance of component efficiencies to correctly estimate peak power and energy consumption of elastic
actuators [24, 25, 26]. However, components are not known in detail when
an actuation concept is selected, thus, it is not possible to consider non-linear
losses in the optimization procedures. Hence, this work examines the impact of
varying gait parameters and the interrelation with component efficiency on two
optimized elastic actuation concepts to guide optimal elastic actuator design.
Therefore, Section 2 presents the model-based optimization process while considering efficiency models of deployed components of two elastic knee joint actuators for an active knee orthosis: a series elastic actuator focused on the
minimization of energy consumption, and a clutchable series elastic actuator
mimicking the quasi-stiffness of the knee during the stance phase. A parametric study is performed in Section 3 to examine the impact of friction and gait
parameters on the optimized elastic actuators. Section 4 presents an experimental examination of the performance of both actuation concepts to evaluate
the models utilized throughout this work. Finally, a discussion and summary
conclude the paper.
2. Selection of Elastic Actuation Concept for the Knee Joint
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To define the desired knee dynamics of the active orthosis, gait data of
healthy individuals walking at very low speed is considered [23]. Figure 1
presents the corresponding knee flexion angle θk , knee extension torque τk , the
mechanical knee power Pk , and the knee torque-angle characteristic. As the knee
extension torque is given in relation to the mass of the user, the calculated knee
power is given in W kg−1 as well. Angle and torque data are approximated by a
Fourier Series to obtain smooth and continuous data, from which velocity and
acceleration curves were obtained by numerical derivation. The dotted black
line indicates 50 % of the of the stride time. As seen in the bottom right, the
torque-angle relationship exhibits an almost linear behavior during the stance
phase, which can be described as quasi-stiffness [27], while the characteristic
in the swing phase is nonlinear and dissipative. This dissipative behavior of
the knee joint during walking is furthermore observed in the negative values
of the mechanical power during the second half of the cycle. The desired knee
dynamics can be generated by different actuation concepts. An optimal concept
can be selected by comparison of different systems with optimized parameters.
However, at the conceptual stage of actuator selection, detailed loss models are
usually not available. Thus, a white-box optimization and therefore the concept
selection depends on models describing the general behavior of components.
For example, losses in a gear unit may be described by friction models, however, data given by manufacturers usually only provide a constant efficiency. In
order to evaluate the potential impact on actuator selection, the optimization
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and comparison of a series elastic actuator (SEA) and clutchable series elastic
actuator (CSEA) will be performed. Thereby, the calculation of peak power and
energy consumption relies on available data for off-the-shelf components where
possible.
2.1. Elastic Actuator Models and Power Calculation
A SEA powering the knee can be modeled according to Fig. 2. The actuator
generates a torque τa and the interaction with the knee extension torque results
in a deflection of the spring with stiffness ks . Actuator angle and inertia are
described by θa and Ia , respectively.
The dynamic equations of a SEA powering a knee joint are given by:

  
  

Ia 0 θ̈a
ks −ks θa
τa
+
=
(1)
0 0 θ̈k
−ks ks
θk
−τk
As τk and θk are given by the gait data, the actuator motion is determined by
the lower part of (1):
τk
+ θk
(2)
θa =
ks
Inserting θa as well as the second derivative θ̈a of (2) into the upper part of (1)
yields the actuator torque


τ̈k
τa = Ia
+ θ̈k + τk .
(3)
ks

Figure 1: Gait data of the knee joint for very slow walking [23], dotted black line indicates 50 %
of the of the stride time. The torque-angle characteristic in the bottom right characterizes
the stiffness of the knee joint.
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Figure 2: Model of a SEA powering the knee
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In the following, the actuator is assumed to be a geared electric motor. Thus,
the model can be detailed by including mechanical and electrical losses in the
drive unit. The applied modeling approach follows the procedure presented
in [28]. To cover mechanical transmission losses, a constant gear unit efficiency
of ηgu = 0.7 is assumed. Thus, depending on the flow of power, the knee
extension torque τk acting on the shaft of the gear unit increases the actuator
torque τa when driving the load or decreases it when being driven by the load,
respectively. Assuming that the inertia of the gear unit is small compared to
the reduced motor inertia, the actuator inertia is simplified to Ia = i2G Im , with
the gear ratio iG and the motor inertia Im . Consequently, the torque required
to accelerate the motor inertia is not affected by the efficiency of the gear unit.
Thus, with τa = iG τm , the required motor torque can be calculated by:

τm




Im iG τ̈k + θ̈k +
 ks

=
Im iG τ̈k + θ̈k +
ks

1
ηgu iG τk
ηgu
iG τk

positive power/consumption
(4)
negative power/recuperation

The efficiency of the electric motor can be considered using models that include
mechanical and resistive losses. Thereby, the electrical current is given by:
I=

τm + νm θ̇a iG
km

(5)

where the torque constant is km , and νm is the viscous damping coefficient of
the motor. The latter value is usually not given in datasheets and is therefore
estimated from the no-load current Inl and the no-load speed ωnl according
to [28]:
km Inl
νm =
(6)
ωnl
The knowledge of the current allows the determination of the voltage via:
U = LI˙ + RI + kb θ̇a iG .

(7)

where the terminal resistance is denoted R, the terminal inductance L, and
the speed constant of the motor kb . Due to the small value of the terminal
inductance, the component LI˙ in (7) is neglected, which is convenient if the
torque does not contain high frequency components with high amplitudes, which
5

applies to normal walking motion at the knee joint level [29].
The overall motor efficiency is determined by the ratio between mechanical and
electrical power:
Pm
ηm =
(8)
Pm,el
In addition, the electrical losses are also affected by the efficiency of the motor
driver ηmd . When the motor is driven by the load, the mechanical actuator
power is negative and the electrical motor is utilized as a generator. In this operation mode, the efficiency of component reduces the recuperation capabilities
and thus increases power consumption Ps . Therefore, the power requirements
are calculated mode-specifically:
(
1
Pm,el positive power/consumption
(9)
Ps = ηmd
ηmd Pm,el negative power/recuperation
2.2. Constrained Optimization of a Series Elastic Actuator
In the following, a minimization of the required energy per gait cycle is
performed by optimizing parameters of the actuation system while requiring
that the actuator reproduces the angle and torque of the knee presented in
Fig. 1. While the scope of this paper is not the optimization of an electric
motor itself, motor parameters are required for the efficiency models. Thus, the
70 W brushless direct current motor EC45 flat (Maxon Motor AG, Sachseln,
Switzerland) is preselected due to a high power-to-weight ratio. The motor
driver EPOS 24/5 (Maxon Motor AG, Sachseln, Switzerland) is considered as
a servocontroller. The optimization is implemented considering the required
energy per gait cycle Egc as the objective function:
Z
min

tgc


Ps (ks , iG ) dt

(10)

0

with the time of one gait cycle tgc as well as series stiffness and gear ratio as
input parameters. In addition to the efficiency, constraints of components may
limit the system performance and have to be considered in the optimization.
The stiffness, and the gear ratio are required to be greater than zero to respect
the flow of power. The maximum torque of the motor is limited by the maximum
current of the motor driver Imd,max while the maximum allowable continuous
current Im,con prevents overheating of the motor. The maximum speed of the
motor is limited by the bearings and given by θ̇m,max . In addition, the motor
voltage is constrained to consider the maximum voltage of a power supply Umax .
The parameters and constraints of the preselected motor and motor driver are
given in Table 1.
Further limitations, e.g., maximum speed or peak torque of the gear unit, may
impose additional constraints, but are not considered before selecting specific
components. The impact of extended constraints on the optimal solution could
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be investigated in a second iteration of the actuator design process. For the
given constraints, the solution of the optimization has to satisfy:


 
0
−ks
 −iG   0 


 
 max(|I|)  Imd,max 


<
(11)
 mean(Im )   Im,con 


 
max(|θ̇m |)  θ̇m,max 
max(|U |)
Um
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The constrained optimization problem is implemented in Matlab (MathWorks,
Natick, Massachusetts, USA) via the gradient-based fmincon function. For a
gait cycle with tgc = 1.4 s and a subject’s mass of mh = 75 kg, the optimization converges with satisfied constraints at a minimum energy per gait cycle
of Egc = 1.7 J and optimal parameters of ks = 133 N m rad−1 and iG = 127.
Figure 3 presents the system behavior with the optimal stiffness and gear ratio.
The dotted black line indicates 50 % of the of the stride time. In the bottomright, the optimal series stiffness (green) differs from the quasi-stiffness of the
knee. Comparing actuator power with knee power, the mechanical losses reduce possible recuperation in the swing phase and induce a positive power peak
during stance. Due to little motion and high required torque in this phase and
consequently low electric motor efficiency, a distinct increase in required electric
power occurs. The required electrical peak power is 42.4 W. The optimization
Table 1: Parameters and values for the exemplary drive system as given in the datasheets of
the manufacturer

Parameters EC45 flat (70 W, 24 V)

Value

Rotor inertia Im

1.81 × 10−5 kg m2

Torque Constant kt

0.0369 N m A−1

Speed Constant kb

0.0369 V s rad−1

Terminal Resistance R

0.608 Ω

Terminal inductance L

4.63 × 10−4 H

No Load Current Inl

0.234 A

No Load Speed θ̇nl

639.84 rad s−1

maximum speed θ̇m,max

1047.2 rad s−1

continuous current Im,con

3.21 A

nominal voltage Umax

24 V

Parameters EPOS 24/5

Value

efficiency ηmd

0.92

maximum current Imd,max

10 A
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result for a SEA is unconstrained due to preselection of a motor with sufficient
continuous power.
In order to provide high efficiency throughout the whole gait cycle, the impact

Figure 3: Behavior of a SEA with actuator inertia and total efficiency, iG = 127 and ks =
133 N m rad−1 , the dotted black line indicates 50 % of the of the stride time. High torque in
combination with little actuator motion during the stance phase requires high electrical peak
power (bottom-left). The optimal series stiffness differs from the quasi-stiffness of the knee
(bottom-right).
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of locking the actuator position during stance phase is considered. In general,
this can be achieved by either utilizing a non-backdrivable gear unit or by adding
a locking device [30]. The motion of the knee would then be based on deflection
of the spring due to the knee load, storing energy in the spring, which is released
to aid knee flexion in the beginning of the stance phase. As a non-backdrivable
gear unit would prevent recuperation during swing phase, applying a lockingmechanism would be advantageous from an energetic point of view.

2.3. Constrained Optimization of a Clutchable Series Elastic Actuator
A CSEA for a prosthetic knee is proposed in [17], which employs an electromagnetic friction brake on the motor shaft as a clutch to achieve the required
locking torque. A similar concept is realized by the weight acceptance mechanism in [18] and [31], utilizing a second electric motor with non-backdrivable
spindle and spring, which is added in parallel to a SEA. In swing phase, the
additional mechanism moves in a way, so that the SEA can move freely. The
stiffness of the mechanisms in [17, 18, 31] is designed to passively mimic the
torque-angle characteristic of the respective human joint. The concept of a
8

Table 2: Parameters for the electromagnetic friction brake of the CSEA.

Parameters Combinorm 02.02.120

Value

max. friction torque τf t

0.75 N m

power consumption Pf t

6W

Inertia If t

2.1 × 10−6 kg m2

CSEA is adopted and an actuator for an active knee orthosis is proposed for the
comparison to the optimized SEA. Therefore, the electromagnetic friction brake
(Combinorm 02.02.120, KEB, Barntrup, Germany), employed in [17], is implemented on the motor axis while considering the parameters given in Table 2 in
the dynamic system models. When active, the brake is assumed to constantly
generate a friction torque τf t of 0.75 N m while consuming 6 W. To ensure that
the locking by the brake is sufficient during stance phase, the constraint
τk < iG τf t
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(12)

is additionally implemented in the optimization. For the CSEA and the same
gait parameters as used for the SEA (tgc = 1.4 s, mh = 75 kg), the optimization
converges at a minimum energy per gait cycle of Egc = −0.49 J, thus allowing
for recuperation of energy. The required electric peak power for the CESA is
−24.3 W. The constraints are satisfied while the quasi-stiffness is determined
as ks = 295 N m rad−1 and the optimal gear ratio is found to be iG = 73.
Including the locking mechanism slightly alters the resulting knee motion and
the torque-angle characteristic as depicted in the top-left and bottom-right of
Fig. 4, respectively. Similar to the SEA, the optimal parameters for the CSEA
are not restricted by constraints.
However, the characteristics are similar to the natural gait cycle while the differences are deemed negligible. As there is no torque required from the actuator in
the stance phase, the mechanical power is also zero as depicted in the top-right
and bottom-left. Activating the clutch results in a constant electrical power
requirement of 6 W in the stance phase and the high peak power observed for
the SEA is successfully avoided.

9

Figure 4: Behavior of a CSEA with actuator inertia and total efficiency, iG = 73 and ks =
295 N m rad−1 , the dotted black line indicates 50 % of the of the stride time. The motor does
not produce any torque during the first half of the gait cycle while the electromagnetic brake
is active (top-right), resulting in constant electrical power consumption (bottom-left). The
series stiffness mimics the quasi-stiffness of the knee (bottom-right).

3. Impact of Friction and Gait Parameters
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Optimizations of the stiffness and gear ratio of SEA and CSEA showed
the potential of a locking mechanism for a specific gait cycle. However, gait
characteristics differ between subjects and are usually not known beforehand.
Furthermore, deploying an electric motor requires gear units with high gear ratios to satisfy the high torque demands. Especially for motions with alternating
velocities and loads, a constant gear efficiency may not be sufficient to describe
actual losses. In order to investigate these effects on the energy consumption
of the SEA and the CSEA with optimal parameters found above, a parametric
study is performed in the following.
3.1. Method
As gait characteristics may differ greatly across subjects and individual data
is usually not available in literature, three parameters are used to scale the gait
data given in [23]. The first parameter is the mass of the subject mh as the
gait data is given in N m kg−1 and thus affects the knee load. The time per gait
cycle tgc can be varied to investigate the impact of different walking velocities.
Furthermore, a scaling factor for the knee angle fk is introduced to consider
different knee flexion-extension rotations. In order to investigate the impact of
the efficiency of gear units with high gear ratio, the constant efficiency factor ηgu
10

is replaced by a friction model containing Coulomb and viscous friction given
by
τf = µv,a θ̇a + µc,a sgn(θ̇a )
(13)
with coefficients for Coulomb and viscous friction µc,a and µv,a , respectively.
Thus, instead of Eq. (4), the motor torque τm is determined by combining
Eq. (3) and Eq. (13):


τ̈k
τk
µc,a
τm = Im iG
+ θ̈k +
+ µv,a θ̇m +
sgn (θ̇m ).
(14)
ks
iG
iG
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The influence of varying motor friction is not investigated by the parametric
study, the assumption for constant viscous damping νm in Eq. (6) is maintained.
The maximum value for the Coulomb and viscous friction coefficients are selected to cover the range of potential gear units and are in the magnitude of the
characteristic friction of a harmonic drive gear unit examined in [32], declared
with respect to the output shaft of the gear unit. Mass of subjects mh is selected
to approximately cover the adult body weight from 10th to 90th percentile. The
minimum of fk reflects experience from a study performed with an active knee
orthosis utilized by a subject with incomplete spinal cord injury [33]. The limit
for the time per gait cycle tgc = 4 s is selected based on individual simulations
with maximum friction coefficients in order to observe the impact of friction on
constraints.
Minimum and maximum values as well as increments used in the parametric
study are given in Table 3.
Table 3: Overview of varied parameters in the parametric study
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Parameter

Minimum

Maximum

Increment

mh

50 kg

90 kg

5 kg

tgc

1s

4s

0.2 s

fk

0.6

1.2

0.1

µc,a

0Nm

10 N m

0.25 N m

µv,a

0 N m s rad−1

10 N m s rad−1

0.25 N m s rad−1

3.2. Results
The parametric study yields a five-dimensional correlation matrix, describing the impact of all parameter combinations on the consumed energy per gait
cycle Egc . Exemplary results are discussed by means of Figure 5, showing isolines for Coulomb friction from 0 N m to 10 N m in increments of 1 N m. The
corresponding viscous friction parameter is selected to be µv,a = 0.5 µc,a in
N m s rad−1 and friction increases in each plot from bottom to top. Figure 5
depicts the results for individual variation of each parameter, i.e., mh in the top
11

plot, tgc in the middle, and fk in the bottom, while the non-varied parameters
are taken from the original gait data (tgc = 1.4 s, mh = 75 kg and fk = 1).

Figure 5: Result of the parametric study: comparison of the impact of subject’s mass, time
per gait cycle and knee angle for SEA and CSEA. Friction parameters increase from bottom
to top in each plot.
185

The top of Fig. 5 shows little impact of mh on the energy consumption of the
SEA compared to the impact of increasing friction. For the CSEA, an increasing
mh yields higher knee torque, thus storing more energy in the spring during the
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stance phase, while the consumption of the locking mechanism is constant and
load-independent. Thus, the consumed energy for the CSEA slightly decreases
with increasing mh . The increase of Egc due to friction only is similar for SEA
and CSEA.
In contrast, variation of tgc , which is negatively correlated to the knee velocity,
demonstrates a different behavior with lower impact of friction for the CSEA
than the SEA as depicted in the middle of Fig. 5. For both systems, the curves
for the required energy are convex, indicating a minimum depending on friction
and cadence. Further, the results of the parametric study show reduced energy
consumption for the CSEA, with increasing difference for slow ambulation.
The bottom plot of Fig. 5 shows increased energy consumption for increasing
maximum amplitude of the knee motion, which is positive correlated to the knee
velocity, for high friction. However, for friction parameters below µc,a = 2 N m
and µv,a = 1 N m s rad−1 , the required energy decreases when the maximum
knee angle increases. This can be attributed to increased spring deflection during the stance phase and therefore the stored energy in the series spring increases
as well. The general behavior for SEA and CSEA are similar, while the curves
are rising monotonously in the examined range of parameters in contrast to the
variation of tgc .
While the interrelation of the friction and gait parameters is difficult to assess,
the parametric study indicates that mh has the least impact on required energy
per gait cycle, while knowledge about actual gait and friction in the gear unit
is required to reliably predict the energy consumption of an elastic actuation
system.
Evaluating the impact of friction and gait parameters on actuator constraints
provides the result presented in Fig. 6 for the SEA in the left and the CSEA
in the right (fk = 1). Each isoline with constant friction parameters indicates
the limit at which the constraints from Eq. (11) are still fulfilled on tgc and
mh . Thus, only motion at and above the isoline can be performed by the actuation system for the corresponding friction parameters. For both actuation
principles, increasing friction limits the achievable cadence while the constraints
for the SEA are found at a lower level of friction parameters. The SEA is limited by the nominal motor voltage Um , which can be attributed to the selected
gear ratio of iG = 127, which results from an optimization for tgc = 1.4 s. In
addition, the dependency of constraints on the subject’s mass mh shows that
increasing knee load restricts the applicability of the SEA, as actuator torque
and therefore motor current increase.
In contrast, high knee loads are advantageous for the CSEA, as actuator power
and consumed energy are load-independent during the swing phase, as depicted
in Fig. 4, and initially inspired to utilize a clutch. Higher loads thereby increase
the energy stored in the spring and released during the swing phase, consequently reducing energy requirements. Furthermore, the CSEA is advantageous
for low friction, as constraints are active only for friction coefficients higher than
µc,a = 4 N m and µv,a = 2 N m s rad−1 . The limiting constraint for the CSEA is
the continuous motor current.
In contrast, for high friction coefficients, the achievable cadence and subject’s
13

Figure 6: Result of the parametric study: Impact of gait parameters and selected friction
parameters on actuator constraints of the SEA (left) and the CSEA (right). Only motions
above the isoline with constant friction parameters for a given time per gait cycle and subjects
mass can be performed by the actuation system. With the SEA, executable movements are
limited for lower friction parameters than the CSEA. The SEA is less constrained for a low
subject’s mass, while the CSEA is favorable for higher subject’s mass.
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mass are higher for the SEA than for the CSEA. The transition in favor of the
SEA occurs at approximately µc,a = 7 N m and µv,a = 3.5 N m s rad−1 . For
higher friction coefficients, active constraints in Fig. 6 for SEA and CSEA are
concurrent in nominal voltage and continuous current, indicating that the continuous actuator power of 70 W is non-sufficient due to high losses in the gear
unit. For lower friction parameters, only nominal voltage or continuous current
impose limitations, showing the dependency of the optimized gear ratio to the
selected gait data. Thus, optimizing the gear ratio for a range of gait velocities and knee loads may yield an actuation system with a wider applicability.
However, a sound result requires knowledge about the friction parameters of the
gear unit or a detailed efficiency model.
4. Experimental Evaluation
An experimental evaluation of the parametric study is performed via an energy analysis of a SEA and CSEA and comparison to the results of the models
applied in Sections 2 and 3. Therefore, the direct drive system used in the
14
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Figure 7: Test bench with load machine
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low-cost robotic knee orthosis for individuals with spinal cord injury presented
in [34] is extended by elastic components and a clutch (for the CSEA). This device includes the motor and motor controller considered in Section 2. A custom
torsional spring was designed to introduce elastic behavior to the actuator. For
the CSEA, an electromagnetic friction brake acts as the clutch. The utilized harmonic drive gear unit (SHD-20-160-2SH, Harmonic Drive AG, Limburg/Lahn,
Germany) [34], with a gear ratio of iG = 160, is retained despite the difference
to the optimization results due to the low dimensions and high allowable torque.
4.1. Experimental Setup
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A modular test bench was developed, allowing for a component-wise energy
analysis of each component of the drive system. The load machine depicted
in Fig. 7 exerts human knee torque trajectories on the drive, which are measured by a torque sensor DRBK-100 (ETH Messtechnik, Gschwend, Germany).
Positions of actuator and knee are acquired by encoders at motor and load
machine. A current sensor ACS712 (Allegro Microsystems, Worcester, Massachusetts, USA) is located after the power supply. Voltage is measured directly to determine the electric power consumption of the motor, motor driver
and of the electromagnetic friction brake while the load machine is powered by
a separate supply. Control algorithms and data recording is implemented on a
MyRIO-1900 (National Instruments, Austin, Texas, USA). When not activating the clutch, the system behaves like a SEA, controlled by impedance control
adapted from [35]. For the CSEA, impedance control is deactivated while the
electromagnetic friction brake is active during the stance phase. For implementation at the test bench, the gait phase is determined based on the temporal
progression of the desired trajectories. The impedance control is extended by
compensation of Coulomb and viscous friction with experimentally determined
coefficients µc,a = 6.8 N m and µv,a = 2.6 N m s rad−1 . Furthermore, the reflected actuator inertia and the torsional stiffness were characterized prior to
the experiments and yielded Im = 3.4103 × 10−5 kg m2 with respect to motor
coordinates and k = 270 N m rad−1 , respectively. In addition, an electric power
consumption of approximately 6 W of the idle motor driver is observed and
considered as constant in the following.
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4.2. Results
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Due to the high friction of the harmonic drive, a gait cycle with reduced
motion is selected for the experimental evaluation of the models to reduce the
required power. Figure 8 shows the results of the SEA performing a gait trajectory with mh = 75 kg, fk = 0.66 and tgc = 3.33 s. As seen in the top left, rather
accurate tracking of the desired position is achieved, even though play in the
gear unit of the load motor distorts the angular position of the link. Combining
the actuator model with experimentally evaluated friction parameters yields an
inverse computation of the actuator torque, that follows the measured actuator torque during the stance phase and coincides during the swing phase. The
modeled mechanical actuator power in the bottom left plot of Fig. 8 matches
with the power calculated from actual velocity and torque. The delay between
desired and measured torque observed in the top right is deemed acceptable
for the model-based inverse calculations of mechanical and electrical power and
the energetic evaluation. The measured electrical actuator power displays two
additional peaks at tgc ≈ 0.4 s and tgc ≈ 1.2 s compared to the inverse calculation. In general, the modeled electrical power proceeds similar to the measured
electrical power consumption.

Figure 8: Performance of the SEA at the test bench during a gait cycle (mh = 75 kg, fk = 0.66
and tgc = 3.33 s). The high friction of the gear unit reduces the required electrical peak power
compared to Fig. 3 in the first half of the gait cycle, while distinctly increasing the required
power in the second half (bottom-right).

300

The same motion is performed by the CSEA in Fig. 9, where the locked actuator position is directly visible as actuator motion, torque, and mechanical power
are zero during the stance phase. The electrical power shows a superposition of

16

the idle consumption of the motor driver and the constant consumption of the
active electromagnetic brake during the stance phase. The achieved tracking
performance as well as quality of models is similar for CSEA and SEA.

Figure 9: Performance of the CSEA at the test bench during a gait cycle (mh = 75 kg, fk =
0.66 and tgc = 3.33 s). The electrical power consumption is constant while the electromagnetic
brake is active and includes the idle consumption of the motor controller. Similar to the SEA,
the high friction of the gear unit distinctly increases the required electrical power in the second
half of the gait cycle.
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The energy analysis of SEA and CSEA is presented in the left and right plot
of Fig. 10 as a comparison of consumed power for the initial assumptions of
component efficiency during the optimization, inverse calculations with the presented models and identified parameters at the test bench as well as measured
values. Thus, losses are accumulated from the left to the right in each plot. As
measurement of consumed electrical energy is not implemented component-wise,
only the total consumed electrical energy is shown. Figure 10 shows a distinct
underestimation of consumed energy with the initial assumptions for both SEA
and CSEA. High accordance between inverse calculation and measured mechanical power indicates sufficient quality of the friction model to determine losses.
The large increase between the consumed electrical energy of the motor and the
motor driver originates from the constantly consumed approximately 6 W with
high impact on the energy due to the large time per gait cycle tgc = 3.33 s. The
total energy consumption of SEA and CSEA is 42.6 J and 48.2 J, respectively,
and distinctly higher than with the initial assumptions. As the high friction of
the gear unit limited the achievable dynamics of the executable gait cycle, the
slow gait results in higher consumed energy per gait cycle for the CSEA than
17

Figure 10: Comparison of consumed energy of each component for SEA (left) and CSEA
(right). The improved calculation of the required energy per gait cycle with friction model
compared to the constant efficiency made during the initial assumptions shows the importance
of considering non-linear efficiency of components for the actuator design.
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for the SEA due to constant power consumption of motor controller and electromagnetic brake. Comparing measurements and inverse modeled energy per
gait cycle, the total consumption is underestimated by 5.4 J and 4.2 J for SEA
and CSEA, respectively, indicating nonlinearities that are not considered by the
models of both actuation systems. However, the predicted consumption of total
electrical energy is distinctly improved by implementation of the friction model
and idle consumption of the motor driver in contrast to the initial assumptions.
5. Discussion
Elastic actuators show great potential to reduce peak power, weight and energy consumption of wearable robots, while improving the physical human-robot
interaction. To determine an optimal concept, configuration and parameters of
the elastic actuation system, optimization techniques are applied, e.g., to minimize energy consumption. These optimizations often use healthy gait data
as input for a model-based determination of the required torque, velocity and
power. In order to evaluate the actuation concepts and parameters before the
selection of individual components, general efficiency models improve the design procedure. This procedure was applied to a SEA and a CSEA to show the
benefits of elastic actuation for given gait parameters in this paper. However,
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gait characteristics differ across subjects and situation, which can usually not
be specified at the conceptual stage of actuator design.
As a compromise, especially regarding rehabilitation scenarios, we used the gait
parameters time per gait cycle, maximum knee angle and subject’s mass to
scale gait data of healthy subjects for normal walking. The impact of varying
parameters on energy consumption and actuator constraints of the optimized
SEA and CSEA is analyzed via a parametric study. Furthermore, the constant
efficiency of the gear unit is replaced with a Coulomb and viscous friction model
to approximate non-linear losses without selecting a specific type of transmission. Variation of the friction parameters thereby yields insight into the relation
of energy consumption and gait parameters and allows a more detailed comparison between SEA and CSEA. While increasing friction distinctly increases the
consumed energy per step for both actuation concepts, especially the interrelationship to the time per gait cycle exhibits a nonlinear characteristic. Hence,
characteristic maps of component efficiency or nonlinear loss models are required
for realistic prediction of the energy consumption in assisted gait.
We demonstrated how friction in the gear unit limits the motions that can be
performed by the actuation system by analysis of the actuator constraints, which
depend on gait parameters and amount of friction. Especially the performance
of the SEA is limited for lower friction values than the CSEA. Comparing the
dependency of constraints on the parameters shows advantages of the CSEA for
high knee loads in contrast to the SEA. This can be attributed to the conceptual advantage of the CSEA and its load-independent power consumption of the
electromagnetic brake in the stance phase.
To experimentally evaluate the computational models the study is based on, a
modular test bench was utilized. Both SEA and CSEA were able to generate
the desired motion and torque of a gait cycle on the test bench. However, the
high experimentally evaluated friction in the transmission limited the examinable gait situations. To compare the SEA and the CSEA for a larger variety
of gait situations, the experiments should be repeated with an improved test
bench. Comparison of mechanical and electrical power shows that the modelbased inverse calculation follows the experimental curves. The total consumed
energy per gait cycle shows a distinct underestimation of losses compared to
the initial assumptions with constant efficiencies for both SEA and CSEA. The
differences in mechanical losses can be attributed to the friction values of the
utilized gear unit. Remaining deviations between inverse calculation and measurements could be reduced by considering further effects, e.g., friction of individual bearings at the test bench. It is important to highlight that the idle
power consumption of the motor driver greatly impacts the total consumed
electric energy, which coincides with results presented in [25]. An evaluation of
electrical power consumption of individual components was not possible with
the test setup and should be performed to examine possible nonlinear efficiency
of the motor driver, as the electric model of a brushless direct-current motor is
well-examined.
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6. Conclusion

390

395

The results presented in this work highlight the interrelation of friction and
gait parameters with energy consumption and actuator constraints, indicating
that the state-of-the-art optimization based on healthy gait data does not necessarily result in an optimal actuator. In combination with the experimental
evaluation, the results from the parametric study emphasize the necessity of detailed knowledge about nonlinear component efficiency as well as motion data to
actually find an optimal actuator design. The parametric study points out that
gait parameters distinctly influence the energy consumption of (clutchable) series elastic actuators. Moreover, the results imply that friction has less influence
on the actuator constraints in clutchable actuators. Considering these effects
improves the optimization and design of elastic actuators to achieve the desired
reduction of peak power and energy consumption with elastic actuators.
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